
 

AUTOMATIC GATE LOOP WARRANTIES 
 

What Warranty do you give on Induction loops? Loops are very reliable devices but are very 

sensitive and need to be protected. Warranties are reliant upon them being unaffected or 

undamaged throughout their usable life. 

 

What do you mean by affect or damage? Typical loops are made up of three descriptive 

elements; the Loop Board usually protected within the control box enclosure and can be treated 

as most other components of a gate system carrying a comparable warranty. 

 

     
 

The other bit is known in two ways; the ‘Loop Area’ or ‘Arial’ and the ‘Loop tail’. The loop area 

is a specially designed cable layout, installed under the surface of the roadway, in the required 

location and its size & shape are relative to the location and needs of the system. The loop tail, is 

the cable linking the loop area with the loop control board (this tail is the same cable but twisted 

over its self so as to de-sensitize its self, between both points) 

 

These are both delicate and sensitive parts that are reliant upon their surroundings and need 

adequate care. They are not precious nor expensive elements but their installation and design are 

costly to install and often more so to replace. 

 

         
 

Why?  If damaged or distressed both the loop area and tail would cause the loop board to miss 

read and the system fail or perform incorrectly. Sometimes this can give an intermittent fault that 

would be very difficult to trace. As both are a single continues cable without joint, any damage 

would involve the whole replacement and all consequential cost associated. 

 



The actual cable and any mechanical protection would all need to be exposed and replaced from 

the control board all the way to, around and back from each loop area. 

 

         
 

Can the cable be better protected? Unfortunately there is a limit to the type of protection as the 

cable needs to function correctly and stronger forms of protection could affect performance or 

stop the device from working at all. 

 

How does that affect warranty? We are unable to offer warranty upon where the cable is laid 

and any consequence of works or damage caused that is beyond our control. A warranty of the 

cable is not a concern so long as it could be proven to have been undamaged. The problem is that 

the cost of removing it in such a way so to prove this would be colossal and not conclusive. As 

the wire its self holds little real value, this exercise would be pointless. Cables rarely fail on their 

own and if faulty cable was originally installed, the loop would have not worked from the start. 

 

   
 

What else? Local interference (extra high volt cables, etc.) that disrupt the performance of the 

loop’s magnetic field have been known to cause issues. 

 

   
 

Every day local roadwork’s or landscaping risk affecting the performance of induction loops! 
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